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Abstract
Over the years, there have been many studies conducted

for whiteboard image detection, extraction and quality enhance-
ments. However, the image quality attributes of the streaming
whiteboard contents as well as users’ expectations from such
whiteboard scenes are not well investigated. Therefore, the pri-
mary goal of this work is to examine the effects of the different
whiteboard image features on the overall quality of the white-
board images. Particularly, the naturalness and legibility qual-
ity attributes of the images were investigated through psychovi-
sual experiments. Our experimental results show that increas-
ing color attributes such as saturation, brightness and luminance
contrast, lead to more legible whiteboard contents; which in turn
increases the whiteboard image quality. Enhancement processes
of the whiteboard backgrounds, however, show strong effects on
the naturalness attribute. But, when the general image quality
is considered, observers tend to prefer more legible whiteboard
image contents rather than the naturalness of the appearance.

Introduction
Whiteboards have been utilized as a flexible communication,

instruction and planning mediums for different educational insti-
tutions, offices, hospitals, homes, and many more. With the in-
creasing advancements of internet speed and bandwidth, many of
the educational, business and personal communications began to
take place online, via e-learning or videoconferencing systems. In
most of the situations, the visibility of all of the illustrations made
on the whiteboards are of utmost importance.

However, the streaming process of most of the above-
mentioned communications are not usually professionally con-
trolled. The camera quality, the camera position, the room il-
lumination, and other related factors, for a better quality of the
video streaming results, are not cautiously planned. Such types
of unprofessional setups usually lead to quality degradation. Ad-
ditionally, most of the current whiteboards are manufactured with
highly reflective materials such as lamination, fiberboard coating
with melamine, or hard-coating with ceramics. The reflective na-
ture of such materials together with occlusion and nonuniform
illumination, during the acquisition process, generates specular
highlights and shadows; which, in turn, results in over- and under-
exposures problems. Exposure problems in the video highly re-
duce the brightness and contrast of the whiteboard image and fur-
ther hinders the visibility of pen stroke contents [1].

Accordingly, over the years, researchers have been propos-
ing solutions for the enhancements of streaming whiteboard
scenes. Most of the solutions, however, were intended to de-
tect, extract and store the pen stroke contents of whiteboard re-
gions [2, 3, 4, 5]. Some of them increase overall image contrast,
remove specular light reflections and whiteboard region occlud-

ing objects. Few other solutions, on the other hand, consider
the detection and color enhancement of whiteboard image re-
gions [6, 7, 8, 9, 1]. Such methods, in addition to contrast en-
hancement, also perform color enhancement for pen stroke con-
tents. All in all, the primary goal of most of the prior whiteboard
image enhancement methods was to improve the quality of white-
board image regions and increase the legibility of their contents.

The meaning of image quality as well as legibility for white-
board images and contents, so far, is not very distinctly defined.
For instance, most of the prior enhancement methods generate
whiteboards with a completely white background (pixels set to the
maximum intensity value) [8, 9, 6] and very saturated pen stroke
contents [7], to increase both luminance and color contrast of the
whiteboard images as well as the visibility of their pen stroke
content. Some other recent methods, on the other hand, tend to
choose a less brighter background as well as less saturated pen
stroke content [1] for preserving the whiteboard images’ original
and naturalness appearances. Regardless of such enhancement
methods, there hasn’t been any other thorough study conducted
to investigate the perceptual quality as well as the legibility of
whiteboard contents. The effects of the different whiteboard im-
age features on the images’ general perceptual quality needs to be
studied as well.

Nevertheless, image quality for other natural images have
been intensively investigated. We believe that, among the many
image quality attributes, naturalness and legibility are the most
critical when it comes to whiteboard related applications. Hence,
the prior naturalness and legibility studies performed for natural
images are briefly summarized in the next section.

As far as we know, none of the prior studies include white-
board scenes in their experiments and investigations. From our
experiences of whiteboard image enhancements, however, the
whiteboard image features as well as people’s expectations of
them are very distinct from that of the other natural images.
Therefore, the whiteboard images’ quality, particularly the nat-
uralness and legibility attributes, with respect to their image fea-
tures need to be examined. This type of study is fundamental
as well as insightful for the understanding of whiteboard con-
tent quality as well as future whiteboard enhancement related re-
searches.

On that account, we have conducted an extended study of
whiteboard images’ quality. We have investigated the effects
of different whiteboard image feature enhancements on the per-
ceived naturalness, legibility as well as overall whiteboard image
preference. Different image features such as specularity, bright-
ness levels, lightness contrast, pen stroke color saturation as well
as the uniformity of the illumination, have been examined through
different sets of psychovisual experiments.

The experiments results indicated that people’s requirements
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from whiteboard images are, somehow, not so different from that
of the natural images. Whiteboard images with white and bright
backgrounds, higher contrast and colorful pen stroke contents are
chosen to be the most legible. On the other hand, the enhance-
ment of the whiteboard images backgrounds found to be nega-
tively affecting the naturalness of the images. The overall investi-
gation, additionally, shows the people’s tendency to relay more on
legibility of contents than naturalness of whiteboard image back-
grounds.

Naturalness and Legibility of Images
Image quality, according to Runn et al. [10, 11], is defined

as a degree to which a given image satisfies sets of requirements
which maximizes the naturalness as well as the usefulness of the
image. Runn et al. defined the term naturalness as the degree of
correspondence between the internal representation of the image
and our knowledge or memory of reality. The usefulness of an
image, on the other hand, represents the precision of the inter-
nal representation of the image which, in turn, determined by the
overall discriminability or legibility of the contents of the image.

According to Runn et al., legibility is affected by operations
applied on the chroma or luminance contrast attributes of nat-
ural images. They have observed an increase in the distances
between the image pixels in the CIELuv color space with in-
creasing chroma or brightness contrast level. Increasing distance
in a perceptual color space indicates a higher perceived contrast
which further provide a more accurate localization and detection
of edges. Hence, for increased legibility, the different features
of objects in the image has to be exaggerated by increasing the
contrast as well as colorfulness of the image [10].

In this work, however, we are considering only whiteboard
images. The most important objects/content of whiteboard im-
ages will then be the different handwritten texts and illustrations
created by different colored and sized whiteboard markers, pen
stroke content [1]. Different manipulations on the pen stroke as
well as the background of a whiteboard image will then determine
the legibility attribute of the overall image quality.

So far, there have been several studies investigating the leg-
ibility of hand or computer written characters. The results of
the studies show that the discernibility of characters is mainly in-
fluenced by different background related factors (such as bright-
ness, color and luminance contrast, display or viewing angle) and
other text related factors including the typeface of characters, text
size and spacing. Characters with bigger features such as large
open counters, easy to recognize shapes, and not excessively bold
or light are found to be more legible [12, 13, 14]. Miroljub et
al. [15] and other related studies further demonstrated the effects
of text and background combinations on written content legibil-
ity [16, 17]. They have shown that negative contrast, resulted by
dark pen stroke on a white background, makes the writing easily
discernable than the positive contrast, generated from white sym-
bols on dark background, due to ease of adaptation. On other stud-
ies, however, warm background colors such as Peach, Orange, or
Yellow with blue or black pen stroke colors found to be beneficial
for increasing legibility and readability than the cool background
colors, in particular Blue Grey, Blue, and Green [17].

The other defining attribute of image quality, in addition to
the legibility of image contents, is the naturalness of the images.
Over the years, several researchers have also been conducting var-

ious studies for a better understanding of the naturalness of natural
color images. The effects of several factors such as color tem-
perature, hue, chroma, lightness, luminance contrast, saturation,
stereoscopic depth, on the naturalness attribute of natural image
quality has been investigated thoroughly [10, 11, 18, 19, 20, 21].

According to the results of the prior studies, color tempera-
ture and hue changes deteriorate both the naturalness and overall
image quality [11, 22]. Increasing other color attributes (such as
chroma, saturation, and luminance contrast), on the other hand,
up to a certain value, increases the overall quality and naturalness
of images and increasing beyond that value have the reverse ef-
fect. However, a shift in image quality is observed towards higher
chroma, saturation and luminance contrasted images than natu-
ralness; which, in other words, means that observers preferred
more colorful and contrasted images even if they look a bit unatu-
ral [11, 22, 19, 18]. Andre et al., in another related research for
3D images, shows that introducing more depth enhanced the nat-
uralness of stereoscopic images, but not the image quality [18].

In general, increasing values of some color attributes such
as chroma, saturation, and luminance contrast tends to enhance
the usefulness/legibility of the contents of the images. For this
reason, people preferred more colorful and contrasted images than
the ones with a natural appearance. Therefore, one must always
compromise on the requirements that he/she need to impose on an
image to increase the naturalness or the legibility aspects of image
quality.

Psychovisual Experiment
As explained in the previous sections, image quality for

whiteboard like contents is not well investigated and as the re-
sult, the purposes of the different whiteboard image enhancement
processes get difficult to be specified. Particularly, the most deter-
mining whiteboard image features and their effects on the major
image quality attributes should be well understood. To better un-
derstand whiteboard image quality, we have conducted a serious
of psychovisual experiments. Due to the nature of whiteboard im-
age contents, only the naturalness and legibility image quality at-
tributes were selected and investigated with respect to observers’
overall quality preferences.

Experimental Methodology and Setup
Prior to our main experiments, we have conducted a cate-

gorical judgement based experiments. The experiments were de-
signed with the Subjective Assessment Methodology for Video
Quality (SAMVIQ) methodology [23]. In these preliminary ex-
periments, we have tested around 10 types of whiteboard image
enhancement results. In the experiments, we were able to observe
our observers’ muddles for comparing 10 sets of experimental
stimuli at a time. We have also seen a discriminability problem in
our analysis of the results. To ease the observers’ evaluation pro-
cess and increase the discriminability of the experimental results,
we have decided to change the experimental methodology and de-
sign to that of the paired comparison techniques [24, 25, 26].

In our main investigation of whiteboard image quality, we
have conducted three, paired comparison based, psychovisual
experiments. The experiments were designed to independently
study the naturalness, legibility and overall quality preference at-
tributes of whiteboard images’ quality. In each of the experiment,
the observers were presented with pairs of enhanced whiteboard
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Table 1: Experimental Instructions

Experiments Instructions

Naturalness Please chose (click on) the image, which looks
more like natural whiteboards to you. Please
note that the naturalness should be assessed
based on your own personal experience/ mem-
ory of the appearances of real-world white-
boards.”

Legibility “Please chose (click on) the image, which con-
tains more legible contents. Please note that the
legibility of contents is determined by how vis-
ible and discernible they are.”

Quality Preference “Please chose (click on) the image, which you
think has better perceptual quality. The decision
is based on your own personal preference.”

Table 2: Observers’ Information

Experiment Naturalness Legibility Quality pref-
erence

Total No. of
observers

8 11 7

Female 4 3 2
Age 22 to 56 25 to 33 27 to 35
Expert 4 3 4
Display (Color
depth)

24 bit 24 bit 24 bit

Display reso-
lution

1536X864 to
3072X1280

1280X800 to
2560X1440

1476X830
to1920X1200

images and asked to select their preference according to the in-
structions given in Table 1. All our experiments were designed
using the QuickEval web application for psychometric scaling ex-
periments [27]. One additional website was also designed by us
as an interface among the experimenters, the observers, and the
created QuickEval experiments. We have used the website to ran-
domly forward observers to only one of the three experiments as
well as collect different observer related information like Table 2.

All the experiments were made available online for volunteer
observers and observers were invited to the experiments through
e-mail invitations, containing a link to our interface website. To
be able to simulate real life streaming based communications, we
have allowed the observers to perform the experiments (one ob-
server only one experiment) from their own room and to use their
own computers. The necessary observer information, given in Ta-
ble 2, were gathered remotely through our interface website.

Experimental Stimuli
The three experiments, described in the previous section,

have similar experimental design and experimental stimuli. Their
only difference was in the given instructions to the observers,
Table 1. We have tried to incorporate different types of white-
board images, processed with various enhancement methods, as
our experimental stimuli. Different background, luminance con-
trast, brightness, and saturation enhancement methods have been
tested.

However, in the paired comparisons type of experiments, ev-
ery stimulus must be compared with every other stimulus in the
selected set of experimental stimuli. The number of comparisons

(a) Scene 1 (b) Scene 2 (c) Scene 3

(d) Corrected 1 (e) Corrected 2 (f) Corrected 3
Figure 1: The original experimental stimuli, representing the three
experimental scenes. The images are captured in three different
rooms with different lighting conditions. The bottom row images
are the white balanced versions of their respective top row images.

to be completed by an observer Nc is then given by Eq. 1, where n,
k, and t represent the total number of stimuli, scenes and replica-
tions, respectively [24]. Therefore, for the evaluation of as many
whiteboard enhancements as possible with no observers’ fatigue,
we had to limit the number of evaluated stimuli to n = 10, scenes
k = 3 and replications t = 1.

Nc =
1
2

n(n−1)kt (1)

The three chosen experimental scenes, captured in three dif-
ferent rooms and illumination conditions, are shown in Fig. 1.
Our choices of the acquisition rooms and camera type was made
with the intention of simulating the real videoconferencing com-
munications. One of the scenes, Fig. 1b, is captured only with the
daylight coming through the class room’s side windows and the
others (studio and meeting rooms), are captured with the flores-
cent lightings of the respective rooms. All of acquisitions were
made using the 16 MP and ultra-wide angle Huddly Go video
conferencing camera [28].

The captured whiteboard images, shown from Fig. 1a - 1c,
seem to have a colored tint due to the room illumination. Hence,
to be able to discount the influences of the illuminations, we have
white balanced the images. The illuminant of the images were es-
timated using the Gray world algorithm [29, 30] and a chromatic
adaptation transform is applied to D65 white [31]. The resulted
three images, Fig. 1d - 1f are then further processed for differ-
ent background, contrast, brightness, and saturation enhancement
purposes.

Background Processing
As it is explained in the introduction section, different white-

board image enhancement methods followed various approaches
and goals to enhance the backgrounds of whiteboard images. The
main purpose of this study is also to investigate such approaches
with respect to whiteboard image quality attributes. Therefore,
we have performed around three different background enhance-
ments for each of the white balanced experimental stimuli scene,
Fig. 1d - 1f.
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• White Background: Most of the state of the art white-
board enhancement methods process the backgrounds of
the images to be completely white. To represent such ap-
proaches, we have included one background enhancement
method which sets the RGB values of the segmented back-
ground pixels Pb (from their respective pen stroke pixels Pp)
to the maximum possible value (255 for 8-bit images), see
Fig. 2e.

• Specular Highlights removal: Some state of the art meth-
ods, on the other hand, preferred to keep the natural looks of
the whiteboard backgrounds rather than setting all the back-
ground pixels to white. We have represented such meth-
ods by keeping the original background pixel values. How-
ever, factors which immensely degrade the visibility of pen
stroke content such as specular reflections, shadows and
nonuniform illuminations must be illuminated. Therefore,
for the removal of specular reflections, we have applied a
regionfill algorithm which inpaints the highlight regions by
smoothly interpolating inward from the pixel values on the
outer boundary of the regions [32]. The specular highlight
regions can be detected manually or using other automatic
detection methods [33], generating a binary mask of M as
shown in Fig. 2b. To be able to recreate the pen stroke con-
tent which might have been removed during the inpainting
process, the pixel values of the pen stroke content in the
original image Ioriginal are copied to the newly inpainted im-
age Iinpainted , Iinpainted(Mp) = Ioriginal(Mp) where Mp is a
binary mask of the pen stroke content. The ratio between
the pen stroke pixels and the well exposed background pix-
els, in their surroundings, of the inpainted image are then
later regenerated from those of the original image for better
preservation of the pen stroke contrast, based on Eq. 2. The
binary mask Mpbig , in the formula, is the enlarged version
of the intersection of the specular highlights and pen stroke
content binary masks (Mpbig = Mp ∩M), by a dilation pro-
cess of 5× 5 structuring element. Whereas, the ratio Rp is
computed from the input image using Eq. 3. The result of
the described regionfill method for one of our experimental
scenes can be seen in Fig. 2c.

• Uniform Illumination: In addition to inpainting, we have
also corrected the uneven illumination, which occurs due to
the nonuniform lighting and orientation of the whiteboards.
The prospective type of background subtraction technique,
given in Eq. 4, with a background image generated by me-
dian filtering I f iltered is used for evening out the background
illumination [34]. Finally, the ratio of pen stroke pixel val-
ues with respect to that of the background pixels are re-
adjusted according to Eq. 2 and 3, similar to the specular
removal method. One example result of the illumination
correction method is also shown in Fig. 2d.

Iinpainted(Mp) =
max{Iinpainted(Mpbig)}

Rp
(2)

Rp =
max{Ioriginal(Mpbig)}

Ioriginal(Mp)
(3)

(a) Original (b) Binary map of specular regions

(c) Inpainted (d) Inpainted + Illumina-
tion correction

(e) Set to white

Figure 2: The different background enhancements methods re-
sults for one of the scenes of our experimental stimuli. The bi-
nary map of the specular highlights given in Fig. 2b is used for
our specular removal inpainting method.

Iuni f orm = Iinpainted − I f iltered +mean{I f iltered} (4)

Brightness and Contrast Enhancement
As mentioned in the introduction section, the whiteboard re-

gions of streaming videos are mostly very darker and less con-
trasted due to all the specular reflections, shadows, camera zoom-
ing setups and positions, and other related factors. As a result,
besides the background enhancement, brightness and contrast cor-
rections becomes the most important tasks of almost all the white-
board image enhancement methods. We have also shown that, in
our first couple of sections, brighter images with higher luminance
contrast tend to be preferred by observers more than the darker al-
ternatives. Therefore, in our experiments, we decided to include
the brighter as well as well contrasted versions of all the experi-
mental stimuli that we have generated in the previous sections.

Most of the state of the art whiteboard image contrast en-
hancement methods mainly depends on a sigmoidal function, with
a positive gain factor gain∈ (0,1), for globally rescaling the light-
ness value of the images so that it enhances the darker and sup-
presses the over-exposed regions of the whiteboard images [10].
However, due to our prior investigation results shown in Fig. 3
and 4, we believe that a combination of exposure correction and
local contrast enhancements methods would result in a better,
brighter and well contrasted whiteboard images.

In this regard, we have first applied a histogram-based expo-
sure correction for increasing the brightness of the images with-
out introducing perceptually disturbing over-exposures. To be-
gin with, we have calculated a clipping threshold τ from the his-
togram H of the images’ luminance channel L ( Fig. 4b) based
on the algorithm given in Algorithm. 1, in CIELab color space.
Nmin, in the algorithm, represents the minimum number of pix-
els that we wanted to clip out from the image and is computed as
the 1% of the total number of pixels in the image. The variable
N, on the other hand, contains the total number of the histogram
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(a) Enhanced = 0.2 (b) Enhanced = 0.4

(c) gain = 0.2 (d) gain = 0.4 (e) Original
Figure 3: Global contrast enhancement results with a sigmodal
function of different gain factor values [10].

bins. The resulted value of τ is then used to clip and expand the
luminance values of the input image to the maximum possible
value (which is usually considered to be 100 in the CIELab color
space), according to Eq. 5. Finally, the contrast of the resulted
images are further locally improved using the Contrast-Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) based local contrast
enhancement method [35], see Fig. 4c and 4d.

Algorithm 1 Threshold detection for exposure correction

1: procedure COMPUTE THRESHOLD

2: Nmin← ∑H×0.01
3: loop:
4: if H(N)< Nmin then
5: τ ← H(N). Break
6: else
7: N← N−1.
8: goto loop.
9: close;

L > τ = τ then, Lnew =
L
τ

100 (5)

Saturation Correction
In different natural images as well as whiteboard images pro-

cessing’s, increasing or expanding the lightness or the brightness
of an image usually leads to the desaturation of the colors of its
contents [36]. Moreover, as described in our first sections, images
with more colorful and vivid appearance have been the choices
of many observers. Hence, most whiteboard and natural image
enhancement methods tend to boost the saturation of colored con-
tents. Similarly, for our experiment, we too have included satu-
rated images of the brightness and contrast enhanced images from
the previous section (Fig. 5).

The color saturations of the images were amplified by
linearly scaling the chroma channel of the given image, in

(a) Original (b) Luminance histogram

(c) Enhanced image (d) Corrected luminance histogram
Figure 4: Example result of our histogram based exposure correc-
tion and local contrast enhancement. Both the input and enhanced
images with their respective luminance channel histograms are
presented side by side.

CIELab color space. Chroma of the image’s pixels can be com-
puted from their a∗ and b∗ channels of CIELAB space values,√

(a∗)2 +(b∗)2. We have tested a number of constant values
(ranging from 1 to 5) for scaling the chroma values of a number of
images and the value of 2.5 have been chosen for its good satura-
tion enhancement results with les hue changes, see Fig. 5. Scaling
chroma with values greater than 2.5 sometimes, depending on the
image content, leads to unpleasant hue changes.

Results and Discussion
To better understand the different features of the good white-

board image quality, three psychovisual experiments have been
conducted. A total of 30 experimental stimuli, 3 types of scenes
(shown in Fig. 1) processed with 10 different enhancement meth-
ods (described in the previous section and Table. 3), have been
evaluated in each of the experiments. The total number of ob-
servers who have been successfully completed the experiment as
well as the related observers’ information is provided in Table. 2.

The observers’ pairwise comparison results in each of the
experiments are separately analyzed, following the pairwise com-
parison analysis guide proposed by Pérez et al. [25]. The pref-
erences of the observers are first converted into comparison ma-
trixes and presented as heatmaps in Fig. 6. The columns and rows
of the maps indicate the evaluated 9 experimental stimuli, exclud-
ing the original stimuli. Please refer to the provided label num-
bering in Table. 3 and Fig. 6 to make the correspondence. The
numbers in the small squares of the maps represent the total num-
ber of times that the stimulus in the corresponding raw is selected
as better than the stimulus in the corresponding column. Note
that each heatmap contains the sum of the observers vote counts
for the evaluated three types of scenes, Fig. 1.

Comparison matrixes are always in ordinal scale and they
cannot clearly show the magnitude of the quality differences be-
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(a) Chroma×1 (b) Chroma×1.5

(c) Chroma×2.0 (d) Chroma×2.5
Figure 5: Example result of the saturation enhancements by lin-
early scaling the chroma channel of the brightness and contrast
enhanced stimuli.

Table 3: The 10 enhancements of the experimental stimuli and
their corresponding variable descriptions.

Variable 1. stm1 2. stm2 3. stm3 4. stm4 5. stm5

Description Inpainted
image (see
Fig. 2c)

stm4 with
additional
uniform il-
lumination,
brightness
and contrast
enhance-
ment

stm2 with
saturation
enhance-
ment

stm1 with
additional
nonuniform
illumination
correc-
tion(see
Fig. 2d)

stm10 with
brightness
and contrast
enhance-
ment (see
Fig. 4)

Variable 6. stm6 7. stm7 8. stm8 9. stm9 10. stm10

Description stm5 with
saturation
enhance-
ment (see
Fig. 5)

stm10 with
background
set to maxi-
mum white
(see Fig. 2e)

stm7 with
brightness
and contrast
enhance-
ment

stm8 with
saturation
enhance-
ment

The white
balanced
original
image (see
Fig. 1)

tween the stimuli. Interval scales, on the other hand, can incor-
porate the order as well as the magnitude of the differences be-
tween the stimuli. To convert our raw comparison matrixes into
interval scale quality scores, we have performed pairwise com-
parison scaling, based on Thurstone’s model V. For more de-
tail description of the scaling method, please refer to Pérez et
al. [25]. The Pérez et al.’s method scales the comparison val-
ues in Just-Objectionable-Difference (JOD) units rather than Just-
Noticeable-Differences (JNDs), where 1 JOD indicates that the
75% of our observers can see the difference between the two stim-
uli. The JOD results of our three experiments are presented in
Fig. 7a, 7c and 7e.

However, according to Pérez et al. [25], the confidence inter-
val measurements computed from the scaling JOD units should
not be used to infer statistical significance of the difference mag-
nitudes. Instead, it is recommended to use resampling techniques.
For visualizing the statistical significance of our results, presented
so far, we have applied the bootstrapping based resampling tech-

(a) Legibility

(b) Naturalness

(c) Quality preference
Figure 6: Heatmaps of the comparison matrixes computed from
the results of the three experiments. The vertical and horizontal
labels of the matrixes correspond to the numbering of the exper-
imental stimuli provided in Table. 3. The comparison matrix of
the individual experiment, contains the sum of the matrixes of the
three experimental scenes (Fig. 1).

nique, proposed by Pérez et al. [25]. From our experimental re-
sults, the method generates plots like Fig. 7b. The continuous
lines in this plot, indicate statistically significant differences be-
tween the pairs of the conditions and the dashed lines indicate the
lack of evidence for statistically significant differences.

As it can be seen from the presented results, so far, ex-
perimental images with white backgrounds together with higher
brightness, contrast and saturation are considered to be more leg-
ible (stim7 - 9). These same stimuli, additionally, were preferred
by most of our observers in terms of image quality. The quality
differences of the white background whiteboards with enhanced
brightness, contrast as well as saturation (stim9) to that of the
other evaluated whiteboard images were statistically significant.
In the contrary, whiteboard images for which we have only re-
moved the specular highlights and corrected the non-uniform illu-
minations (stim4) are considered the most illegible and low qual-
ity images. See Fig. 7a, 7b, 7e, 7f.
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(a) Legiblity (b) Legibility

(c) Naturalness (d) Naturalness

(e) Quality preference (f) Quality preference
Figure 7: Paired comparison scaling results of our three experi-
ments.

Nevertheless, among the evaluated quality attributes, the nat-
uralness evaluation results show a little deviated behavior than the
others. As we can see from the results presented in Fig. 6b, 7c,
and 7d, the whiteboard images with no background processing
(stim5 and 6) are chosen to be more natural than the other im-
ages. One should also note that the legibility and overall quality
preferences of the two images were also comparable to the other
best performing stimuli.

Moreover, the correlations of our legibility and overall qual-
ity preference experimental results shows us that when it comes
to whiteboard image quality, it is mostly the legibility attribute
which plays the most important role in determining the overall
quality. Our observers show a tendency of choosing a whiteboard
image with more discernible pen stroke content, even though its
background looks unnatural. The appearance attributes such as
brightness, contrast and saturation are also been found to be the
most significant quality factors than the naturalness of the white-
board backgrounds.

Conclusion
In this work, we have studied whiteboard image quality with

respect to different enhancement ideas. Quality attributes such
as naturalness, legibility as well as observers’ quality preferences
were examined with respect to previous studies on natural im-
ages. We have evaluated several whiteboard image backgrounds,

brightness, luminance contrast as well as saturation enhancement
approaches. Our results, generally, showed that observers’ quality
preference from whiteboard images is almost similar with that of
the natural images. In the assessment of whiteboard image qual-
ity, the legibility of the pen stroke content was found to be more
significant than the naturalness of the background. Enhancements
of color attributes such as brightness, contrast, and saturation,
leads to increased legibility, naturalness as well as overall qual-
ity preferences of whiteboard images.
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